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BEAR YOUR YOKE NOW

“It is good for a man that he should bear the yoke
[of divine disciplinary dealings] in his youth”
Lamentations 3:27 (AMPC)

MACHAIRA
(Pronounced makh'-ahee-rah)

- Daily revelatory thoughts to sharpen you and to
help you grow in deep spiritual understanding and
knowledge.

- Scriptures for your daily meditation.

- Daily Christ-centered and apostolic-prophetic
prayers.
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Most people fail to prepare, invest and get
themselves built up during their youth season.
They invest their youth in pleasures.

Instead of living by divine convictions, they prefer
convenience.

However, it is clear that a man will certainly BEAR
A YOKE in his lifetime.

Yet, it is assuredly said “IT IS GOOD” that he
BEARS it in HIS YOUTH.

At whichever stage you are, this is the best time to
bear your yoke now. Take up the responsibilities,
get yourself under training, give yourself to the
burdens of your vision now.

You are not too old to start. Neither is it too early
for you to start if you are young.

Invest time and great effort into the building up of
the Word. Don't make excuses!

Create time and be fully committed to the culturing
of the word.
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The guarantee for a good successful life and living
is God’s word.
Investing your time in God, is operating in the
realm of wisdom.

DON’T TAKE LIFE CASUAL.

Now is the time to make great investments in God.
The investment of the word.
The investment of prayers.
The investment of giving.
The investment of love.
The investment of knowledge.
The investment of faithfulness.
The investment of diligence.
The investment of loyalty and commitment in
positive relationships.

MAKE THE SACRIFICES NOW.

BURN YOUR BRIDGES NOW!

Note that, whatever you are now is mostly likely
what you will be for the rest of your life.
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So, make a choice now before someone misguide
you.

You remain a blessing!

Shalom!

DIG DEEPER
(Psalm 90:12; Proverbs 2:2-6; Job 36:11; Job 22:21;
Psalm 16:11)

WE PRAY
That we will not prioritize and entertain
interruptions rather we will diligently focus and
invest our time and efforts into the building up of
the word.

BIBLE READING IN THE YEAR 2023
Day 206:
Psalms 109 -1011
Luke 11-12
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DECLARE THESE WORDS:
- I refuse to entertain interruptions.
- I make the most use of my today.
- I invest my time in God.
- I refuse to make excuses.
- I refuse to procrastinate.
- I make the sacrifices now.
- I burn the bridges now.
- I make the investments now.

OH Hallelujah, GLORY TO GOD!!!


